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S H I N E 

Successful, Happy, Inspired and Nurtured towards Excellence 

 

Maths 
Today we will be using coins to make the correct amount. Go over counting 1p and 2p 

coins. You may also like to use 5p and 10 coins if you can manage. 

Use the link below to practise paying for items using the correct coins. There are different 

levels to try. This game will work on a laptop, tablet or phone. 

https://www.topmarks.co.uk/money/toy-shop-money 

 

 

Have a go at playing shops with your family. Choose some items to sell, make a price label 

for them and use coins to buy something from the shop. Take turns at being the 

shopkeeper and the customer. Make sure you count the money carefully! 

 

Answers 

Well done if you managed to use the correct coins when paying for items. We hope you 

enjoyed shopping! 

Literacy  
Here are some mixed up sentences about boats. Write each word on a piece of paper and 

try to put them in the right order so that they make a sentence. Remember to look for 

the clues! Can you read the sentences? 

 

1.  sail.   A   can    a    boat     have 

2.  go     Some    can       boats       fast. 

3.  big    little     tug      pulls    A   boat    boats. 

4.  cabin    a     You      on     can     ship.    sleep     a     in  

5.  boats     Lots     flag.     a     have     of   

6.  ship     very    is     A    big.    cargo 

 

 

https://www.topmarks.co.uk/money/toy-shop-money


Answers 

1. A boat can have a sail. 

2. Some boats can go fast. 

3. A little tug boat pulls big boats. 

4. You can sleep in a cabin on a ship. 

5. Lots of boats have a flag. 

6. A cargo ship is very big. 

Well done if you ordered all sentences correctly and could read them! 

Foundation Subject – The World 
Today we would like you to explore floating and sinking. Use a bowl of water, a paddling 
pool, the bath or the sink. Choose some things which can go in water to test. Have a go at 
predicting (or guessing) what will happen with each object. Then put it in the water to 
find out. Were you right? 

                                           
 
Make a set of things that float and a set of things that sink. Talk with your grown up about 
why you think some objects float and some will not. Have fun! 
As an extra challenge think how you could make something that will float sink, or how 
you could make something that sinks float! 
 
Answers 
We hope you had fun exploring floating and sinking. Sometimes light things might sink 
and heavy things might float. The shape is very important. Just think – ships are very 
heavy and they manage to float!  

 


